
Basic Lesson #2 of 4:  Stance, Stroke & Aiming 
 

Top players have wildly divergent styles, mostly developed without instruction. 
YOU should use the standard techniques until you find a compelling reason to change. 

 
STANCE 

1. GOAL – good alignment that is stable, repeatable and comfortable. 
2. FEET – shoulder width (wider if you are tall), 0-45 degree angle to your target line, 

legs slightly bent or straight, equally weighed, with your left foot pointing at object ball. 
3. HEAD – Eye over cue, lower is better, chin ~4” above cue if you are comfortable there. 
4. BRIDGE ARM – straight (eliminating one variable). 
5. BRIDGE HAND – 6” from bridge to ball to start with.  (dollar bill = 6”) 
6. ALIGNMENT:  Stand back, look down “the target line”, approach your shot on this 

line, come down with your cue on this line.  “Glass pane” intersects your object ball, 
cue ball, cue, right wrist, elbow, shoulder & dominant eye.  Hips close to cue.   
(In practice, stand in front of your partner to see if their parts are on the glass pane.) 

 
STROKE – Smooth & Repeatable Shots 

1. Example of the shot routine of good golfers: 1-plan; 2-practice; 3-hit; 4-follow through 
2. A classic pool shot routine:  

a. Stand back, size up the table, pick your shot & aim point on object ball.  
b. Figure speed and English to get position for next shot.  
c. Now you know how you will hit the shot, concentrate ONLY on making it.  
d. Walk straight into the shot, keeping the cue moving.  
e. Set up your bridge 6” from the cue ball & take some vigorous warm-up strokes.  
f. Stop and verify your aim.  If OK, proceed.  If not, start over.  
g. Take 3 more FULL strokes (to gauge how hard to hit it).  Smooth; pendulum-like.  
h. S swing the cue 4-6” through the cue ball.  Follow through!  (Golf, Tennis…) 
i. FREEZE!  Watch the OBJECT BALL ALL THE WAY to the pocket.  NOT the cue ball.  
j. Evaluate.  Cue straight?  Tip on cloth?  Tip 4-6” beyond the cue ball?  Head still?  

3. The duffer hits the golf ball.  The golf pro swings the club.  Demo the difference.    
a. You are NOT hitting the cue ball … 
b. You are throwing the cue PERFECTLY STRAIGHT, 4-6” past the cue ball. 

4. “Do”: level cue, low (rifle), follow through, stay down & freeze.  
5. “Do not”: wave cue, adjust shot, stab, steer, jump.  (Cue stick cure.  Advanced cure.)  

 
AIMING 

Everyone wants to know where to aim.  Naturally, because it’s hard to visualize what two 
impacting spheres will do.  And we’d like to tell you where to aim, but alas, there is no real 
answer.  There are hundreds of aiming systems.  But pros laugh at systems.  The only one 
they use is SAM, “Shoot A Million”. 



So, will a “system” help you?  Maybe, when you are getting started.  The best things about 
using a system are that you will approach each shot in a standard way, and you will 
focus intently to use the system correctly.  Those habits WILL help you, regardless of the 
system you use.   
 
AT-STD (Aim To Split The Difference) a beginner’s shortcut for “almost straight” shots. 
Aim at center of OB.  Then aim at the edge of the OB.  Aim and shoot half way in-between. 
 
A-RATE (Aim Right At The Edge) is a beginners’ shortcut for ~45 degree shots. 
Aim cue at edge of OB.  Especially good for spot shots. 
 

 
But the simplest “most standard” method that works for any shot 

is to aim to hit the “GHOST BALL” dead center. 

 
 
 
Hard to visualize the Ghost Ball?  Want something that requires no imagination, no guessing, 
just 1-2-shoot?  Try the “Cue Pivot Method” based on the Ghost Ball.  Place the tip at the 
center of the Ghost Ball position (where the ghost ball would touch the cloth).  Hold the tip 
there, then pivot the butt of the cue until the cue points at the Cue Ball.  That’s your aiming 
line – now step back and approach the shot normally.  Try it - it will help (some of) you. 
 
 

PRACTICE  
PAIR UP – you can’t see yourself very well. 

Check your partner’s stance on each of these items, one by one:  STANCE #s 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6.  
 
Then judge their stroke:  bridge 6” from cue ball?  Smooth action?  Follow through 4-6 
beyond the cue ball?  Where did the cue tip end up?  Did they FREEZE? 
 
Set up a moderately challenging shot (a 50/50) and shoot it as you usually do.  Then repeat 
it using the Ghost Ball.  Then repeat it with the Cue Pivot.  Do this a number of times until 
you can decide which of the three ways you are most comfortable with.  Stick with that one. 


